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Abstract- We adopt temporal graph model to explore the dynamic temporal properties of three mobility 
datasets in DTN (Delay Tolerant Network), collected from different sources, including one university 
campus WLAN and two conferences WLANs. With this model, we observe that the temporal network 
density of DTN changes with time and approximate varies periodically. Then we study the impact of 
this phenomenon on information diffusion. Our studies and findings can be used for establishing more 
realistic mobile model, building intelligent routing algorithm, and design advanced applications for 
DTNs. 
 
Index terms: Delay Tolerant Network, Temporal Network Density, Information Diffusion, Temporal Graph 
Model. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
DTN (Delay Tolerant Network), which experience frequent, long-duration partitioning and may 
never have an end-to-end contemporaneous path, causes great attention in the field of wireless 
network [1]. For example, Pocket Switch Network [2], Zebranet [3]which the researchers used 
for tracking the wild zebras, and network which used for Car-2-Car Communication and Vehicle-
2-Roadside Infrastructure Communication [4]. In such challenged networking conditions, links 
are often disconnected, or are subject to long delay due to node mobility, geographical 
distribution of node, signal decay, so network topology changes with time. Thus, in DTNs the 
conventional notion of “network” itself needs to be re-thought: the “store-forward” model doesn’t 
work as well as the “store-carry-forward” model, in which messages diffuse in the system by 
means of node mobility, a device opportunistically forward messages while moving around and 
messages are passed from a node to another one when they contact.  
In DTNs, the mobility of the nodes is the main factor that affects the performance of 
communication protocols [5]. Existing randomly generated synthetic mobility models (such as 
random waypoint, random walk, etc.) are unable to characterize realistic scenarios. For this 
reason, the importance of understanding node mobility characteristics in DTNs is becoming 
clearer. Several studies have been previously conducted on analysis of real mobility traces, 
examples are conferences and university campuses. [6, 7, 8] observes from different traces that 
the characteristics of a pair of nodes - such as inter-contact and contact generally follow 
distribution power-law. In [9], using a data set performed at IEEE Infocom05, the authors suggest 
that this is strictly related to the fact that humans usually organize themselves into communities. 
They showed that the nodes in the community had very different frequencies of connection 
opportunities with each other than with external nodes. W. J. Hsu et al [10] study the association 
patterns of individual users to the access points (APs) utilizing the most extensive wireless LAN 
traces collected to date from three university campuses and one corporate network. The main 
observations are two characteristics of mobility, namely skewed location visiting preferences and 
periodical re-appearance at the same location. In [11], the authors establish the existence of the 
so-called “small-world” phenomenon in DTN. They show that the network diameter is general 
small compared to the number of devices in the network and observed that the network diameter 
generally varies between 3 and 6 hops. In [5], the authors investigate traces of contact times 
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among a thousand participants of a rollerblading tour and find that it exhibits a typical accordion 
phenomenon--the topology expands and shrinks with time. 
In this paper, we first adopt a connectivity model for DTNs to capture the transient nature of node 
connectivity in DTNs. we utilize the real mobility traces from the archives at [12] and [13] to 
understand the mobility characteristics and the dynamic of network connectivity. We have 
observed from these traces that the temporal network density approximately varies periodically. 
Our observation is different from those made by other research works. Specifically, the 
observation differs from the accordion phenomenon in RollerNet experiment [5]. RollerNet is a 
kind of pipelined DTN whose network topology is mainly affected by the behavior of the leading 
node. The accordion phenomenon translates into alternating phases of compression and 
expansion of the rollerblading crowd. Our observation is down to the cyclic behavior of humans 
contacts. In the daytime, people get together for some purposes and move among different places, 
thus they contact frequently and temporal network density of DTN is high. In the night, people 
are distributed sparsely due to rest, thus they contact less and temporal network density of DTN 
is low. This observation is intuitive in our daily activities but has not been addressed by existing 
mobility models.  
Our observation can also be incorporated into mobility models that are important to various 
researches including DTN simulations. Particularly, existing random mobility models are based 
on random individual movement. For example, in Random Way-Point mobility model [14], each 
individual node randomly chooses a destination point (waypoint) in the area. In [15], the authors 
present a community based mobility model, in which the nodal movement preferences are not 
i.i.d in space. In [16], the authors propose a time-variant community model, in which the nodal 
movement preferences are not i.i.d. in space and not homogeneous across time. However, 
whether the temporal network density is homogeneous across time, and approximate varies 
periodically in these models are unknown. Hence, these models don’t address the complexity of 
nodal mobility in real-life settings. 
We then focus on the impact of the cyclic temporal network density on information diffusion. We 
deal with this by both looking at the average reachable ratio and average delay. These two 
metrics are closely related to the routing performance in DTN or mobility-assisted packet 
forwarding. We first encode temporal data into graphs while fully retaining the temporal 
information of the real mobility traces by using temporal graphs. Then we introduce a sliding 
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time window approach, which makes it feasible to analyze long traces with hundred thousands of 
contacts. We find that the average reachability ratio and average delay depend on the temporal 
network density trends. To the best of our knowledge, this paper presents for the first time 
empirical results validating that how the cyclic temporal network density impact on information 
diffusion. 
In short, this paper makes the following contributions. 
1) We adopt the temporal network density model for characterizing the connectivity of DTNs.  
2) We analyze three real mobility datasets made from different mobility experiments and show 
that the temporal network density of DTN changes with time and approximate varies periodically. 
3) We study how the cyclic temporal network density affects the average reachable ratio and 
average delay with different time maximum TTL. 
The remaining paper is organized as follows: In section 2, we recall first the definition of the 
temporal graphs and introduce the sliding time window approach to compute the shortest path. In 
section 3, we introduce three real mobility datasets, describe the dynamic property of DTNs, and 
investigate the impact this dynamic property on the network performance. We also present 
important related works in Section 4. In section 5, we conclude the paper and identify directions 
for future work. 
 
II. PRELIMINARIES 
 
In this section we recall first the temporal graphs model proposed by V. Kostakos [17]. Then we 
propose a sliding time window approach which is able to analyze long traces with hundred of 
thousands of contacts. 
 
a. Temporal graphs 
 
Classic studies have mainly focused on static graphs, identifying properties of a single snapshot 
or a very small number of snapshots of a network. However, Jong Tang et al. [18] suggest that 
static graphs treat all links as appearing at the same time, they unable to capture key temporal 
characteristics such as duration of contacts, inter-contact time, recurrent contacts and time order 
of contacts along a path. As a result they overestimate the potential paths connecting pairs of 
nodes and cannot provide information about the time delay associated with the information 
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spreading process. For this reason, we use temporal graphs to explore the dynamic temporal 
properties of real mobility trace by using existing graph algorithms (such as Dijkstra’s algorithm), 
with no need for data-driven simulation.  
Definition 1 [19]: A temporal graph ( , )G V E= can be visualized as a collection of static 
graphs{ }( , )t tG V E t N= ∈  , where each ( , )t tG V E= is a snapshot of individuals and their interactions 
at slot time t , tG consist of a set of nodes V and a set of edges tE . ( , )t t tu v E∈ if u  and v  have 
interacted at slot time t . For all v V∈ and t N∈ , 1( , )t tv v E+ ∈ are directed self edges of nodes across 
slot times. A temporal graph ( , )G V E= is a set of graphs of ( , )t tG V E= such that 1( , )t t t t tE E v v += ∪U U .  
In the above definition it is assumed that an interaction between a pair of nodes takes place 
within one slot time. 
Definition 2: Given two nodes u  and v  we define a temporal path: 
1
0 1( , , ) { = }
tt k
kp u v t u n n n= → → →L  
to be the set of path starting from u  at slot time t  and finishing at v  that pass through the nodes 
1 kn nL , such that  
1) 1( , ) , 0, , 1i in n E i k+ ∈ = −L , 
2) 1 kt t t≤ ≤L . 
Definition 3: Given two nodes u  and v  we define the shortest temporal distance:  
( , , )=min{ ( , , ) }d u v t p u v t  
to be the shortest temporal path length, where we define the temporal distance as ( , , ) = kp u v t t t− . 
 
b. Sliding time window 
 
Sliding time windows have been extensively studied and applied in the literature. The sliding 
time window procedure involves moving a window across a sequence, generating a number of 
overlapping windows.  
More formally, let the size of the sliding time window be denoted by w , and the increment by 
which the sliding window is moved each slot time be denoted by inc . w  represents the maximum 
time to live of a message. Then for sequence { }tG t N∈ , a sliding window process of window 
length w  and increment inc  will generate a set of subsequences { }1, 1 ,, ,w inc w incW W + + L , where 
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,
1, , ,
t inc t w inc
t inc t inc t w incW G G G
+ + +
+ + + + += L . The sliding time windows are illustrated in Figure 1. We 
define inc is 1 in the rest of paper. In each window , ( )t inc t w incW t N+ + + ∈ , by using Dijkstra’s 
algorithm we calculate the shortest temporal path from each node at slot time t inc+  to all other 
nodes. 
If the shortest temporal distance ( , , )d u v t w≥ , a message created by u  at slot time t  does not 
deliver to v . We shall empirically investigate the effect of maximum TTL in section III. 
The sliding time window approach has the advantage that it limits the focus of snapshots within a 
specified sliding time window, which makes it feasible to analyze long traces with hundred 
thousands of contacts.  
…...
 
20 1t = w t
1,wW
2 1,wW +
 
Figure 1. Fliding time windows 
 
III.    ANALYSIS OF REAL MOBILITY DATASETS 
 
We now use temporal graphs and their metrics to study real mobility datasets. Here we use the 
analytic methods we developed in the previous section to explore the dynamic temporal 
properties of DTNs. We consider three real mobility datasets. Two datasets conducted during 
conferences, Infocom05 and Infocom06 collecting by the Haggle Project. The third data set has 
been collected by the MIT Reality Mining Project. 
 
a. Datasets 
 
The datasets we consider are: 
Infocom05 and Infocom06: The experimental devices (i.e., an iMote) were distributed to students 
attending the conference for several consecutive days. The largest experiment is Infocom06 with 
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78 participants. These devices log all contacts between experimental devices using a periodic 
scanning every two minutes. The information include user id, MAC address of devices and start 
time, end time of the contact.  
MIT Reality: The dataset of MIT reality consists of 100 users carrying Nokia 6600 smart phones 
in MIT over the course of nine months. The information they collected includes call logs, 
Bluetooth devices in proximity, cell tower IDs, application usage, and phone status. For our 
purposes we use Bluetooth contacts in order to identify direct contacts between nodes where data 
transfer could have taken place. The Bluetooth data set is collected by scanning periodically 
every five minutes. 
 
b. Methodology 
 
In the following, we first analyze the three data sets, with a focus on the temporal network density. 
Specifically, for each of the data set, we vary the W and calculate the temporal network density 
values. Each data point is s seconds, a3nd the total number of data points are n1, n2, and n3, 
respectively. The calculated values are plotted across time, and we make interesting and 
important observations regarding the dynamic properties of DTNs.  
Though the three data sets we used all consist of academic users and admittedly incomprehensive 
given the vast variety of various DTNs, we believe our study shed interesting light on gaining 
more insights into the behaviors of these types of DTNs. More importantly, we further study the 
impact of these behaviors by studying certain performance metrics relevant to DTN information 
diffusion.  
To understand the impact of dynamic properties of DTNs, we use the three following metrics: 
 Average reachability ratio:  we calculate the average reachability ratio of node u at slot time 
t ,defined as 
( )
,
( , , )
( )
1
u V v V u vt
t
r u v t
r t
V V
∈ ∈ ≠=
−
∑ ∑
 such that : if ( , , )d u v t w< , ( , , ) 1r u v t = , else ( , , ) 0r u v t = , tV is 
the number of nodes of the snapshot tG , and V  is the number of nodes of the temporal graph 
G . 
 Average delay:  we calculate the average delay it takes to go from node u  at slot time t  to 
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node v , defined as 
( )
,
( , , )
( )
1
u V v V u vt
t
d u v t
t
V V
τ ∈ ∈ ≠=
−
∑ ∑
, where ( , , )d u v t w< .  
 Average dynamic density: we define temporal network density of snapshot Gτ at slot time τ  
as ( )
2
V
D Eττ
 
=  
 
 , where Eτ  is the number of edges of Gτ . We also define Average 
dynamic density during time window as ( )( )
t t w
DDD t
wτ
τ
≤ < +
= ∑ . 
 
c. The dynamic property of DTNs 
 
We now present the study about temporal network density for these three data sets. One 
important observation is that the temporal network density approximately varies periodically.  
In Figure 2 we plot temporal network density D  for each slot time for the Infocom05 data set. 
We observe that the peak values of temporal network density occur periodically across time. Such 
behaviors are not surprising since human movement patterns have daily cycles. Specifically, the 
temporal network density is low when participants are distributed sparsely due to rest during 
night periods and high when there are groups of people forming perhaps for lecture or meeting 
during daytime periods. It varies between 0.02 and 0.27 during daytime periods, and is almost no 
change and less than 0.01 at night. Furthermore, participants attend or left the conference at 
certain time, as a result D  changes rapidly at phase-switch point. In Figure 3 we plot temporal 
network density D  for the Infocom06 data set. The result is very similar to the Infocom05 data 
set. 
The MIT Reality data set has many more days so gives us a better overview of day to day trends. 
Plotting temporal network density D  for each slot time in Figure 4, we can see D  is larger on 
weekdays than weekends of each week. The reason for this is that humans as a collective 
congregate on weekdays; there are a denser number of contacts on weekdays than weekends.  
We further study the specific periodic values for these three data sets, and we observe that the 
values are consistent. As Figure 2 shows, the temporal network density D  approximately varies 
periodically with one day period (i.e., 1T day= ), which is easily explained by the human diurnal 
cycle. 
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 Figure 2. The temporal network density depending on the time of the day (Infocom05) 
 
Figure 3. The temporal network density depending on the time of the day (Infocom06) 
 
Figure 4. The temporal network density depending on the time of the day (MIT 
Reality) 
 
d. Impact of cyclic temporal network density 
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 We analyze how the cyclic temporal network density affects the average reachability ratio and 
average delay in this section. As we have shown above, the network density D can exhibit the 
behaviors of rising and falling behaviors of trends.  
As Figure 5 shows, when w  is less than half of T (i.e., / 2w T≤ , 1T day= ) there are four kinds of 
temporal network density trends in each sliding time window: Persisting Inactivity (PI), 
Inactivity to Activity (I2A), Persisting Activity (PA), Activity to Inactivity (A2I). Specifically, 
Persisting Inactivity means the periods with little contact opportunity. I2A and A2I periods 
consist of little contact opportunity periods and busy contact opportunity. PA periods means the 
periods with busy contact opportunity.  
If w is larger than half of T (i.e., / 2w T> , 1T day= ), there are several possible kinds of temporal 
network density trend in each sliding time window: inactivity→ activity, activity →  inactivity, 
inactivity→ activity →  inactivity, activity →  inactivity→ activity, and so on. 
These different behavioral trends relevant to cyclic tempral network density are not surprising 
because human behavior exhibits strong periodicities, e.g., the home-work-home daily cycle, and 
the work-home-work weekly cycle. In the following, we will focus on the scenarios where w  is 
less than half of T  ( 1T day= ). We first study the impact of temporal network density trend on the 
average reachability ratio and average delay. Then we study how the cyclic temporal network 
density affects these two metrics with different maximum TTL. 
 
Figure 5. Four temporal network density trends ( =8w hours ) 
 
d.i Impact of the temporal network density trend 
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We use a DD  to denote the average dynamic density, which better shows the trend of temporal 
network density. We plot the DD of the sliding time windows [ , )t t w+ ( 6w hours= ) using data from 
Infocom05 in Figure 6(a). As D in each slot time t varies periodically, DD  of the sliding time 
windows also changes periodically.  
Figure 6(b-c) shows the correlation between DD  of the sliding time window [ , )t t w+  and average 
reachability ratio and average delay in each slot time t . Each color in the figures represents a 
certain temporal network density trends. Specifically, blue represents A2I, green represents PI, 
red represents I2A and cyan represents PA. 
As shown in Figure 6(b), we can see that the average reachability ratio approaches 1 in PA and 
increases as DD  increases in I2A and A2I. However, in PI it doesn’t increase as DD  increases. It 
varies between 0 and 0.5, 70% of average reachability ratios are 0 and 90% are less than 0.1. 
From Figure 6(c), we can see average delay in PA and A2I are at most 5000 seconds. The values 
in I2A are greater than in PA and A2I and decrease as DD  increases. In PI it varies between 0 
and 18900 seconds, 95% of average delays are less than 10000 seconds. 
After further analysis, we believe that these results can be explained as following. In infocom05 
dataset, degrees vary between 3 and 11 in activity, and are almost 1 in inactivity as most nodes 
have no contact or are always in contact with a single node. P. U. Tournoux et al [5] have shown 
analytically that the shortest temporal distance decreases as the average node degrees increases. 
Therefore, the average reachability ratio approaches 1 and average delay is very small in activity. 
In PI most nodes have no contact or are always in contact with a single node, the node may 
directly transfers message to the destination or waits more time for forwarding message. So the 
average reachability ratio and average delay have great varying range in inactivity.  
The average dynamic density DD  increases as the proportion of busy contact opportunity periods 
increases in I2A and A2I. For example, the average dynamic density DD of windows 1 1[ , )t t w+  is 
smaller than that of 2 2[ , )t t w+  in Figure 2(b). As the proportion of activity part increases in I2A 
and A2I, it offers more favorable conditions for message transfers improved the average 
reachability ratio. So the average reachability ratio increases as DD  increases in I2A and A2I. 
I2A, nodes may wait more time for forwarding message as the proportion of little contact 
opportunity periods increases. As result, average delay decreases as DD  increases. However, 
nodes may wait less time for transferring message to the destination since there are more 
favorable conditions for message transfers in A2I. Therefore, the average delay in I2A is greater 
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than in A2I. 
These results validate that when / 2w T≤ , the average reachability ratio and average delay depend 
on the temporal network density trends. This suggests that forwarding algorithms would benefit 
from reacting to temporal patterns found in the user’s behavior. A highly related area is that of 
the variation in the user’s networking demands over the course of a day, as one might expect that 
busy contact opportunity periods might coincide well with busy networking periods. 
  
Figure 6. Correlation between DD r− , DD τ− , and DD h−  for Infocom05 
 
d.ii Impact of varying windows sizes 
 
We analyze how different values of the maximum TTL affect average reachability ratio and 
average delay. In Figure 7, 8 and 9 we show that the correlation between average reachability 
ratio and average dynamic density DD  varies for different maximum TTLs for all three datasets. 
The scatter plots clearly indicate that there is a positive correlation between the average 
reachability ratio and average dynamic density DD . The correlation becomes stronger as 
w increases. In particular, the correlation is almost perfect when 6w hours= , as shown in Figure 9. 
As we shown above, the correlation is different in different temporal network density trends. This 
suggests that the average reachability ratio is rather insensitive to changes in the temporal 
network density with increasing maximum TTL. The reason for this is, as w  increases, the 
maximum time to live of a message increases, so the message have more time to be transferred .  
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 Figure 7. Correlation between DD r−  for Infocom05 
 
 
Figure 8. Correlation between DD r−  for Infocom06 
 
 
Figure 9. Correlation between DD r−  for MIT Reality 
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 In Figure 10, 11 and 12 we plot the correlation between average delay and average dynamic 
density DD  when varying the maximum TTL for all three datasets. In contrast with average 
reachability ratio, the correlation between the average delay and average dynamic density DD  
becomes weaker as w  increases. As we shown above, the correlation is different in different 
temporal network density trends. Therefore, the average delay seems more sensitive to changes in 
the temporal network density as w  increases.  
 
Figure 10. Correlation between DD τ−  for Infocom05 
 
 
Figure 11. Correlation between DD τ−  for Infocom06 
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 Figure 12. Correlation between DD τ−  for MIT Reality 
 
IV. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
 
In this work, we study there DTN datasets and find that the temporal network density of DTN 
approximately varies periodically. The observations differenced from RollerNet [5] experiment 
in that RollerNet is a kind of DTN with 1-D topology while our data sets have 2-D topology.  
We also analyze the impact of the cyclic temporal network density on the network 
communication performance. These results validate when / 2w T≤ , the average reachability ratio 
and average delay depend on the temporal network density trends. Specifically, as w  increases, 
the average reachability ratio rather insensitive to changes in the temporal network density with 
increasing maximum TTL. In contrast, the average delay seems more sensitive to changes in the 
temporal network density as w  increases. 
In future work, we will propose a mobility model to describe an environment including the 
temporal network density varying periodically. We believe such a model is an important building 
block for analysis of the performance of protocol. On the other hand, we hope to study the node 
importance in an environment which the temporal network density evolves over time. 
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